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If Marc Acito were a basketball player, he would be a rookie all-star.  Acito is 
everywhere these days and will be with us March 1 at the Old Church.  His breakthrough 
novel, How I Paid for College: A Novel of Sex, Theft, Friendship and Musical Theater, is 
not only selling well in an ultra-competitive marketplace, but the movie rights have been 
snapped up by Laura Ziskin, who’s produced Spider-Man and Fight Club among others.  
Not bad for a first time novelist. 
 
Acito may be new to novel writing, but has been a syndicated humor columnist for some 
time.  His column, The Gospel According to Marc, appears in eighteen newspapers 
nationwide and on his web site.  He has titled his time with us “Laughing Matters: How 
to Write Humor.”  His background more than qualified him on this topic. 
 
Born in Bayonne, New Jersey, Acito displayed early artistic tendencies.  So much so that 
at age 9 his parents sent him to an art and drama camp.  He says that once he wandered 
into the drama building at camp, the vitality and cleverness of the kids hanging out there 
struck him.  Acito describes it as having found his tribe. 
 
Seven summers in various drama camps, weekend classes in Manhattan as a teenager and 
study in the musical theater program at Carnegie-Mellon University followed.  His droll 
sense of humor expressed itself when he describes leaving Carnegie-Mellon over artistic 
differences: he thought he could act and they didn’t. 
 
Acito wrote a play at twenty, which was produced at college.  A novella and some short 
stories followed but were put aside as he pursued a singing career.  For close to ten years, 
Acito sang in operas playing supporting roles.  He credits his musical theater background 
as the backbone of his novel.  Growing up, theater gave him a haven, a place where he 
belonged.  He has now transferred those skills to a writer’s world enabling him to interact 
with the world. 
 
All these experiences led him to a need to create his own art.  He experimented with 
writing nonsense verse, composing dirty cabaret songs and drawing a comic strip, which 
ran in Just Out, Portland’s gay paper, for four years.  The editor asked him to interview a 
visiting gay opera singer. He “amended truth” making the article funnier.  This led to the 
paper giving him assignments.  Within nine months, Acito has his own column. 
 
In the meantime, he wrote two screenplays and kept making notes until he could wait no 
longer.  Two years of writing in snippets is the resulting first novel.  
 
Fate stepped in.  He went to a reading by Chuck Palahniuk for his new book, Lullaby. At 
the book signing, when Chuck asked his name, Chuck said he knew who Acito was from 
his column offering to give Acito’s manuscript to his agent. There is a tale of 
unbelievable coincidence that followed, resulting in his book being published and movie 
rights sold.   



 
Acito has stated, “I continue to take my inspiration from people who didn’t even begin 
their life’s work until they were my age or older.  My goal was to be able to go to my 20th 
high school reunion this last fall and not feel like a loser.” With his accomplishments to 
date, imagine what his list of credits will be at the 30th year reunion and beyond! 
 
 
 
  


